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is always most severe between those which are most closely

allied and which till nearly the same place in the economy of

nature. Hence, when the conditions of existence are mocli

fled, the original stock runs great risk of being superseded.

by some one of its modified offshoots. The iiew race or

species may not be absolutely superior in the sum of its

powers and endowiricuts to the parent stock, aiid may even be

more siniple in structure and of a lower grade of intelligence,
as well as of organisation, provided, Oil the whole, it happens
to have some slight advantage over its rivals. Progression,
therefore, is not a necessary accompaniment of variation and

natural selection, thougli, when a higher orgainsatioii hap

pens to be CoiDci(lelIt with superior fitness to new condition,

the new species will have greater power and a greater chance

f permanently nlaint:Liiling and exteiidiiig its groiiitd. ()n

of the principal claims of Mr. I)arwins theory to acceptance
is, that it eii;ibles its to dispense with a law of pr(TessloII
as a necessary accompaniment of variation. It. will account

equally well for what is called degradation, or a retrograde
movement towards a simpler structure, and does not require
Lamarcks continual creation of mounds ; for this was a

necessary part of his system, in order to explain how. after

the 1'ogrsive power had been at work for mvriads of P)'-'S,
there were as many beings of the simplest structure iii cxit

ence as ever.

Mr. Darwin argues, and with no small success, that.

all true classification in zoolo'v and 1 otany is in flict,

genealogical, and that community of descent is flit, hidden

I oud which naturalists have been unconsciously seekiii,

while they often imagined that they were looking for some

unknown plan of creation.

As the '
Origin of Species,'* is in itself a condensed

* Origin of Species, p. 121.
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